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�is paper looks at an approach to Principle C in which the disjoint reference

e�ect triggered by de�nite description arises because there is a preference for

using bound pronouns in those cases. Philippe Schlenker has linked this ap-

proach to the idea that the NP part of a de�nite description should be the most

minimal relative to a certain communicative goal. On a popular view about

what the syntax and semantics of a personal pronoun is, that should have the

e�ect of favoring a pronoun over a de�nite description. It requires, however,

a way of distinguishing bound pronouns from non-bound pronouns, and the

paper makes a proposal about how these two kinds of pronouns can be distin-

guished in theway needed.�e resulting view of Principle C is then used to give

a reanalysis of “Vehicle Change” e�ects, explain a puzzle about its acquisition.
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1 Introduction

Among the things that children must learn about the determiner phrases in English

are how they can be deployed to express referential dependencies. One of the things

that must be acquired is that most determiner phrases cannot corefer with other

determiner phrases if one c-commands the other.�us, in (1), for instance, the object

and subject determiner phrases must refer to distinct individuals.

(1) a. �e woman likes her.

b. �e woman likes the woman.

�e e�ects illustrated in (1) are usually known by the names of the descriptive prin-

ciples formulated for them by Chomsky (1981). �ese principles, in (2), distinguish

the two cases with a locality condition, which I refer to here with the term “binding

domain.”

(2) a. Principle C

A de�nite description cannot refer to the same individual refered to by

an expression, α, if α c-commands the de�nite description.

b. Principle B

A pronoun cannot refer to the same individual refered to by an expres-

sion, α, if α c-commands the pronoun and is in the pronoun’s binding

domain.

(3) α c-commands β i� β is (re�exively) dominated by α’s sister.

An illustration of the locality condition’s e�ects are in (4).
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(4) a. �e woman said that I would visit her.

b. �e woman said that I would visit the woman.

In (4a), the prohibition against taking her and the woman to corefer that (1a) illus-

trates is li�ed. In (4b), by contrast, the two instances of the woman are, just as in (1b),

most naturally understood to refer to distinct individuals. We won’t be concerned

with the precise formulation of this locality condition; it will be su�cient for us to

take a binding domain to be the smallest clause or DP containing the pronoun. �e

di�erence between (1a) and (4a), then, is that the smallest clause containing her con-

tains the woman only in (1a) and therefore only in (1a) does it fall under Principle B.

What is involved in learning Principles B and C? Among other things, one must

acquire what makes Principles B and C di�erent, and this is the focus of this paper.

What must one learn to distinguish the terms that Principles B and C apply to? I will

sketch a view of what it is that makes pronouns di�erent from de�nite descriptions

that is aimed at explainingwhy Principles B andC are sensitive to this di�erence.�e

explanation will rest on a view of what Principles B and C derive from, and most of

this paper will be devoted to sketching such a view. We will return to the question of

whatmust be learned in order for the di�erence in Principle B andC to be acquired in

the conclusion, where I will suggest that the account of Principles B and C sketched

here explains a di�erence in how they are acquired.

�e view of how Principles B and C should be derived that I will examine was

initiated by Tanya Reinhart.1 Her idea is that both e�ects are the result of competi-

tions among terms that can express coreference, with Principles B and C describing

1 See Reinhart (1983).
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the losers in those competitions. In the case of Principle B, for instance, the meaning

that it prevents (1a) from having is better conveyed by (5).

(5) �e woman likes herself.

Because (5) unambiguously conveys the information that the subject and object of

likes are the same, it is a “better”way of expressing thismeaning than is (1a).�e e�ect

of disjoint reference in (1a), then,might result from aGricean chain of reasoning that

goes as follows. If a speaker chooses to use (1a) instead of (5), then that speaker has

not chosen a sentence that unambiguously expresses coreference. �ere must be a

reason for that choice, and a salient one is that the speaker does not mean to express

coreference. �us, (1a) acquires the implication that non-coference is intended.

�ere are di�cult issues involved in making this account work. We must �nd

a way of ensuring, for instance, that the Gricean chain of reasoning doesn’t merely

cause (1a) to communicate the speaker’s uncertainty of the referential (in)dependency

of subject and object; the Gricean reasoning must lead us to the conclusion that

the speaker intends to signal non-coreference. And we must be certain that there

aren’t other di�erences in the meaning of (1a) and (5) that could be credited with the

speaker’s decision to use (1a) instead of (5).2 Nonetheless, Reinhart’s idea does pro-

vide an explanation for the fact that, once certain factors are controlled for, the local-

ity condition that Principle B invokes matches that which governs how far a re�exive

may be from its antecedent. �e reason that (4a) allows for a coreferent reading be-

tween her and the woman, for example, can be explained by the ungrammaticality

of (6).

(6) *�e woman said that I would visit herself.

2 See Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993) and Heim (1998) for some discussion of these problems.
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In general, then, the locality condition that Principle B obeys is the same as that

which determines how far a re�exive may be from its antecedent. Moreover, re�ex-

ives can only corefer with terms that c-command them, and in this way too, Rein-

hart’s idea can explain why (7a) allows a coreferent reading between the woman and

her by way of the failure of herself to be able to corefer with the woman in (7b).

(7) a. �e woman’s mother likes her.

b. �e woman’s mother likes herself.

Let us assume that this is the source of Principle B e�ects. Note that it makes the

failure of coreference between the two occurrences of the woman in (1b) an e�ect of

Principle B too.

(1b) �e woman likes the woman.

�e same chain of Gricean reasoning converges towards the conclusion that the in-

tention behind producing (1b) is that the two occurrences of the woman should be

understood to refer to di�erent individuals.Whatwe’re le�with, then, is the question

of why de�nite descriptions continue to invoke disjoint reference e�ects even with

terms that are not in their binding domain. For this, Reinhart suggests that there is

a competition between the de�nite description and a pronoun. �e reason that (4b)

does not allow a coreferent reading between the two occurrences of the woman is

because (4a) is a “better” way of expressing that meaning.

(4) a. �e woman said that I would visit her.

b. �e woman said that I would visit the woman.

But unlike competitions with a re�exive, the competition in (4) cannot invoke the

same Gricean chain of reasoning. (4a) does not unambiguously express coreference
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between the woman and her, and therefore does not provide a superior way of com-

municating that reading relative to (4b). If there is a competition between (4a) and

(4b), then it is on the basis of some other criterion.

A clue towhat that criterion ismight be gleaned from the relevance of c-command

to Principle C. Because Principle C only prohibits coreference between two de�nite

descriptions if one c-commands the other, we do not what the competition we are

searching for in (4) to be present in (8) as well.

(8) a. A man the woman met said that I would visit her.

b. A man the woman met said that I would visit the woman.

While there is a preference for expressing coreference between the object of visit and

the woman with (8a), (8b) still does not invoke the strong non-coreference e�ect

found in (4b). If there is a competition between using a pronoun and using a de�nite

description to express coreference, then it is not a competitionwith every pronoun. It

is a competition only with pronouns that are c-commanded by the terms they corefer

with.

Pronouns that are c-commanded by another determiner phrase are capable of

having a di�erent semantic relationshipwith that determiner phrase thanmere coref-

erence. �ey can be interpreted as variables bound to that determiner phrase. �us,

for instance, her can be a variable bound to no woman in (9a) but not (9b).

(9) a. No woman said that I would visit her.

b. A man no woman met said that I would visit her.

So one idea — and this is Reinhart’s — is that de�nite descriptions compete with

bound variables. If that is correct, then what we need to understand is what that
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competition is about, and why are bound variables the winners. I will adopt, but also

modify, the way of characterizing this competition in Schlenker (2005).

2 Schlenker’s Principle C

Schlenker’s idea is animated by a variety of exceptions to Principle C. One of those

is epithets, as the contrast in (10) illustrates.

(10) a. * John is so careless that the man will get killed in an accident one of

these days.

b. John is so careless that the idiot will get killed in an accident one of

these days.

(fashioned a�er Schlenker 2005, (3a): 386)

Another are cases of equation, or assertion, that Tanya Reinhart made famous. One

of these is (11).

(11) A: Who is that man over there?

B: He is Colonel Weisskopf.

(from Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993)

Note that names can be thought of as de�nite descriptions.�e semantics of a name

likeColonelWeisskopf, for instance, can be something with ameaning akin to the one

named Colonel Weisskopf.3 I will treat names and DPs headed by the as both similar

de�nite descriptions.�us, names fall under Principle C, as the failure of corefernce

between the two Sally’s in (12) shows.

3 See Burge (1973) for this treatment and for evidence that proper names are syntactically de�nite de-
scriptions, see Longobardi (1994). As a reviewer notes: I am passing over a lively literature debating
this hypothesis.
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(12) Sally said that I admire Sally.

(11), then, counts as an exception to Principle C.

And, �nally, there are cases that Schlenker discovered. One of these is (13).

(13) a. A linguist working on Binding �eory was so devoid of any moral

sense that he forced a physicist [working onparticles] to hire the linguist’s

girlfriend in his lab.

b. * A linguist working on Binding �eory was so devoid of any moral

sense that he forced me to hire the linguist’s girlfriend in his lab.

(Schlenker 2005, (5): 387)

In each of these exceptional cases, Schlenker suggests that the NP part — the restric-

tor of the de�nite description — is adding useful information. �is, he suggests, is

why the disjoint reference e�ect associated with Principle C does not arise. In the

case of epithets, for instance, the NP is adding expressive content. It is doing more

thanmerely helping �x the referent of the. In the case of the equation in (11), the name

is providing the answer to the question. And in (13), Schlenker argues that the NP,

namely linguist, plays a disambiguating function in the �rst example that is absent

in the second example.

His proposal, then, is that restrictors for DPs are disallowed unless they add in-

formation in a maximally minimal way. He formulates it, informally, this way:4

4 Schlenker cites Bolinger (1979) as an antecedent to this idea, and also mentions unpublished work by
Barry Schein. A reviewer notes that Minimize Restrictors! says something close to the oppo-
site of “Maximize Presupposition,” a condition Irene Heim devises to account for certain di�erences
between inde�nites and de�nites, and which Uli Sauerland has extended to a wider set of phenomena.
(see Heim (1991) and Sauerland (2008a).) I will reformulate Minimize Restrictors! so that it
is not an entirely pragmatically driven condition, taking it somewhat out of the orbit of Maximize
Presupposition. Nonetheless, an interesting project would be to look at the interaction of these two
conditions.
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(14) Minimize Restrictors!

A de�nite description the A B [where order ofA andB is irrelevant] is deviant

if A is redundant, i.e. if:

a. the B is grammatical and has the same denotation as the A, and

b. A does not serve another purpose.

(Schlenker 2005, (13): 391)

As independent support for Minimize Restrictors!, Schlenker raises cases in which

disjoint reference e�ects are not at stake, but instead only the informativeness of the

NP part of a de�nite description is. One of these cases is in (15).

(15) a. John’s blond father has arrived.

b. John’s blond brother has arrived.

c. John’s idiotic father has arrived.

(Schlenker 2005, (12): 390)

In (15b), blond can be used restrictively. But it has only an appositive meaning in

(15a), and in fact sounds a little odd, perhaps because this not a canonical position

for an appositive in English nominals.�is oddness is absent in (15c), where idiotic

is a clear evaluative adjective. What is odd about (15a)? Schlenker suggests that it

violates Minimize Restrictors!, since blond does not change what John’s blond father

refers to and does not seem to serve any other purpose. It is this, rather specialized

sense, of “redundant” that is needed in (14).5

5 �ere are online processing e�ects which seem to support something like Minimize Restric-
tors! as well. Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Craig, and Carlson (1999) (and see Sedivy (2003)) shows that there
is a delay in processing adjectives which do not contribute to �xing the referent of the DP they reside
in.
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If Minimize Restrictors! plays a role in generating Principle C e�ects,

then we need to �nd a way of introducing this role into the competition scheme

described in the previous section. Schlenker, who also adopts the Reinhart view of

Principle C e�ects, suggests thatMinimize Restrictors! is the judge of the com-

petition between bound pronouns and de�nite descriptions. He takes a step towards

this goal by making Minimize Restrictors! sensitive to the information pro-

vided by other material in a discourse, including the information provided by terms

that c-command a de�nite description.�is will make Minimize Restrictors!

judge the minimality of the restrictor part of a de�nite description relative to the in-

formation about the referent of that de�nite description that is provided elsewhere.

If the other term establishes the referent su�ciently well, then a de�nite description

that refers to the same individual will almost always have more of a restrictor than

necessary. �is, then, is the source of Principle C e�ects on Schlenker’s view. Only

when the restrictor serves some other useful function, like those illustrated above,

will Minimize Restrictors! allow it.

Schlenker decides to implement this idea by stepping back from the view that

c-command is the relevant description of where Principle C e�ects arise. As a con-

sequence, the competition his system describes is slightly di�erent than the one I

described in the previous section. It is not a competition between de�nite descrip-

tions and bound pronouns. Instead of c-command, he decides to model Principle C

e�ects with a relation de�nite descriptions have with terms that have been made

prominent in the discourse. He de�nes an algorithm for determining when terms

are prominent in a discourse, and then makes de�nite descriptions get evaluated by

Minimize Restrictors! with respect to these prominent terms. His algorithm

is dynamic. It traverses phrase markers and raises and lowers the prominence of the
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terms it parses as it goes through phrase the marker. �is is formulated in such a

way that terms which are prominent when a de�nite description is parsed include

those that c-command that de�nite description. In this way, Schlenker builds in

the c-command requirement that Principle C references.�us, the competition that

Schlenker’s system describes is one that pits de�nite descriptions against terms with

less of a restrictor when that de�nite description refers to something that a promi-

nent item refers to. He also assumes that pronouns have less of a restrictor than full

de�nite descriptions, an assumption we will revisit shortly. Schlenker’s Principle C,

then, amounts to (16), coupled with Minimize Restrictors! .

(16) Pronouns that refer to discourse-prominent individuals in some context, are

more minimally restricted than are full de�nite descriptions in that context.

Why does Schlenker back away from using c-command directly in modeling

Principle C? �ere are e�ects which super�cially resemble Principle C e�ects but

do not involve c-command, and Schlenker wishes to capture these as well. Two of

these that he discusses are in (17).

(17) a. Context: A professor and her Teaching Assistant are grading a late exam

together. A�er both of them have looked at some length at the exam, the

professor says:

i. ?�e student should pass.

ii. He should pass.

b. Context: I have just test-driven a car. While still in it, I say:

i. ?�e car drives well.

ii. It drives well.

(Schlenker 2005, (24) & (25))
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�e contexts in these examples make prominent a student and a car, and in each

case, referring to that salient object with either the full de�nite description or the

pronoun should be licit. And yet, there is a preference for using the pronoun. If the

competition that Minimize Restrictors! judges is between expressions that

refer to prominent terms, then Minimize Restrictors! would correctly apply

here and favor the pronoun.

I do not knowwhat is going on in (17), but I believe it isn’t the same thing that lies

behind Principle C e�ects. First, it is noteworthy that the e�ect in (17) is considerably

weaker than the e�ect in a typical illustration of Principle C. �e contrasts in (17)

are very subtle indeed, whereas the contrast in (4) is sharp. Moreover, it is possible

to mitigate the e�ect in examples like (17) in ways that do not alleviate Principle C

e�ects. I believe, for instance, that the contrast in (17) disappears when the de�nite

description is a name. I �nd no contrast in (18).

(18) Context:A professor and her Teaching Assistant are grading an exam turned

in late by Tom. A�er both of them have looked at some length at the exam,

the professor says:

a. Tom should pass.

b. He should pass.

But names produce just as strong a Principle C e�ect as other de�nite descriptions;

compare (18) with (19). (I use matching subscripts on two DPs to indicate that the

two DPs should be understood as coreferent.)

(19) a. *�e woman said that I liked Nancy.

b. * Nancy said that I liked Nancy.
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I do not think we should classify the contrasts in (17) as the same thing that underlies

Principle C e�ects.

For this reason, I will not pursue Schlenker’s implementation of his idea. Instead,

I will explore the idea thatMinimize Restrictors! judges just bound pronouns

to be better than de�nite descriptions, when they are used to refer to the same thing,

and that this has to do with their syntax. I will take c-command to be relevant, then,

in what produces Principle C e�ects. �is means we must see how pronouns and

de�nite descriptions di�er in the material they contain in their restrictor, since this

is what Minimize Restrictors! cares about. To do that requires a closer look at

pronouns.

3 �e Restrictors of Pronouns

�e restrictor part of a pronoun is expressed by its person, number and gender fea-

tures: its ϕ-features. For the number and gender features, a commonplace idea is that

these denote predicates of individuals. Because unbound pronouns have a use that

is very close to that of de�nite descriptions — like de�nite descriptions they refer

to the unique salient individual in their context of use that satis�es the description

provided by their restrictor — one popular view is that pronouns simply are de�nite

descriptions with ϕ features serving as a restrictor.

Here is away of doing thatwhich ismodeled loosely onPostal (1969) andElbourne

(2005b). Let pronouns have the shape indicated in (20).
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(20) DP

ϕ

gendernumber

D

JtheK

If we credit JtheK with causing these expressions to refer to unique individuals in a

salient event, we can account for the similarity in use that de�nite descriptions and

unbound pronouns have. We must also cause JtheK to let the features in ϕ express

presuppositions regarding the referent picked out by JtheK.�e syntax and semantics

of she, then, might go as (21) indicates.6

(21) DP

ϕ

femsing

D

JtheK

JsingK = λx x has no more than one atom

JfemK = λx x the atoms in x are female

J(21)K = the unique individual x whose atom is a female

Let’s now consider how the morphological form of pronouns arises from repre-

sentations like these. Assume that JtheK is also the determiner in a de�nite descrip-

tion. In those contexts, wewant JtheK to be spelled out as the followed by the contents

of NP that completes the de�nite description.

6 As long as we only consider the singular number feature, we can treat this feature as a predicate. But
this won’t work for the plural number feature. See Sauerland (2003, 2008b), Rullmann (2004), Kratzer
(2009) and references cited therein.
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(22) DP

NP

woman

D

JtheK

Ð→ the woman

So we need to let the D whose denotation is JtheK map onto the word the.

(23) Insert the into a D with denotation JtheK

For the representations like (20), however, we need to suppress the in favor of a per-

sonal pronoun.�is can be achieved by letting personal pronouns be mapped onto

the JtheK+ϕ pair — the DP, in (20) — and giving English no vocabulary item to ex-

press ϕ alone. If we adopt the view that every terminal in a syntactic representation

must have an exponent in the morphology, then this will have the e�ect of prevent-

ing themapping of JtheK onto the by forcing themapping of JtheK+ϕ onto a personal

pronoun. In addition to (23), then, let’s adopt (24).7

(24) a. Insert she, it, they,. . . into a DP containing JtheK and matching ϕ.

b. Principle of Full Interpretation

Every terminal must be morphologically expressed.

�is gives a description of how pronouns with gender and number features are

constructed. �ere is some reason to think that pronouns with person features are

built di�erently. Note, �rst, that the pronouns with gender and number features I

have discussed above have not been given a person feature. �is expresses the gen-

eralization that third person is the default feature: it arises when there is no person

speci�cation. �e two person features in English, then, are �rst and second. I will

7 �e Principle of Full Interpretation is the name Chomsky (1995) uses for a condition of the sort I am
interested in.
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follow Kratzer (2009), and treat �rst and second person features as expressions that

refer to individuals. (c is a variable over contexts.)

(25) a. J1stKc = the speaker(s) in c

b. J2ndKc = the addressee(s) in c

(see Kratzer 2009, section 5)

On this view, then, the syntactic representation of, for instance,me, would be (26).

(26) DP

1st

�is treatment of person features gives us a handle on another example in Schlenker’s

paper, one that he used to support the hypothesis that Principle C e�ects make ref-

erence to prominent terms. He assumed that the speaker and hearer in a linguistic

context are salient, and thatMinimize Restrictors! (aka Principle C), therefore makes

the use of the de�nite descriptions in (27) ungrammatical.

(27) Context: John is speaking to Mary.

a. # John is happy.

b. I am happy.

c. #Mary is happy.

d. You are happy.

e. # John’s mother is happy.

f. My mother is happy.

g. #Mary’s mother is happy.

h. Your mother is happy.

(adapted from Schlenker 2005, (20): 394)
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Under this view of �rst and second person pronouns, however, we can see thatMin-

imize Restrictors! could (in principle) applywithout any need to refer to promi-

nence. Because this context gives to John and I the same referent, we could imagine

that Minimize Restrictors! will make the two representations in (28) com-

pete.8

(28) a. DP

1st

b. DP

NP

John

D

JtheK

Of these two, (28a) has less of a restrictor, and therefore wins.

As Schlenker formulates Minimize Restrictors!, it would not apply to the

pair in (28) in the way I have just described. His version compares a DP to other

versions of itself, andwhat is needed for (27) is a way of comparing oneDP to another.

�is is the goal of my reformulation in (29).

(29) Minimize Restrictor!

A DP of type <e> is deviant if it contains an expression A, of type <e,t> that

is redundant.

a. A is redundant if there is an alternative DP without A, and

b. A serves no other purpose.

A DP, α, is an alternative to another DP, β, if α could replace β and refer to

the same individual that β does.

8 A reviewer notes that another attack on the contrasts in (27) would involve using Maximize Presup-
position in the way sketched in Sauerland (2008a).
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Unlike Schlenker’s Minimize Restrictors!, Minimize Restrictor! (note

the slight name change), is not a strictly pragmatic condition. Schlenker’s condition

expresses something like Grice’s maxim of Quantity. It allows a DP to contribute

no more semantic content than the semantic context it is in requires. Minimize

Restrictor!, by contrast, is amore syntactic condition. It looks not at semantically

or pragmatically de�ned contexts, but at syntactically de�ned ones. And in ranking

the DPs that are allowed in that syntactically de�ned position, the only pragmatic

ingredient is the part expressed by (29b).

Consider how Minimize Restrictor! applies to (27b). Because (28a) can

replace (28b) in (27b) and still refer to John, it is an alternative to (28b). For (27b) to

satisfy Minimize Restrictor!, the NP containing John will have to serve some

purpose. �e only purpose it could serve here is providing the name for John. But

that is possible only if the speaker of (27b) assumes the hearer does not know what

his name is. Of course, in that case (28b) would be a particularly bad way of referring

to John.�ere is, therefore, no sensible purpose for speaking John in this context, and

Minimize Restrictor! chooses (28a) over (28b).

With this reformulation of Minimize Restrictors!, and a picture of how

pronouns are built, let’s now reconsider how Principle C e�ects might be generated.

Consider �rst the sentences in (30).

(30) a. Mary’s son thought Mary was great.

b. Mary’s son thought she was great.

�ere is no Principle C e�ect in (30a), and so we can conclude that there is no contest

between the pronoun in (30b) and the name in (30a).Whenwe look at these twoDPs,

we see that they each contain a predicate that the other does not.
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(31) a. DP

ϕ

femsing

D

JtheK

b. DP

NP

Mary

D

JtheK

Does that make Minimize Restrictor! favor one over the other? Not if we

understand the “serve a purpose” clause in (29b) to include allowing the DP a re-

strictor is in to refer to the relevant individual. Imagine, for instance, pitching (31a)

against (31b). If (31a) refers to the same individual that (31b) does, then it will be an

alternative to (31b). Because the NP part of (31b) (i.e.,Mary) is not found in (31a), it

will have to serve a purpose or violate Minimize Restrictor!. Its purpose, how-

ever, is to allow (31b) to refer to Mary. Without its restrictor, (31b) does not refer to

the individual that (31a) does. We should therefore not expect Minimize Restrictor!

to favor one of the other of the DPs in (31), since without their restrictors neither of

these DPs will be an alternative to the other.

In general, then, Minimize Restrictor! is not too sensitive to the semantic

content of the restrictors involved. If they serve a non-redundant role in letting the

DP they are in refer, then they will pass Minimize Restrictor!. Alternations

like (32), then, will be allowed.

(32) Context: Jane and�e woman are looking at a pair ofmen across the cafeteria.

�e woman says to Jane:

a. I think the tall one is more your type than mine.

or

b. I think the ugly one is more your type than mine.
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With either (32a) or (32b),�e woman can be referring to the same man.Minimize

Restrictor! doesn’t care if he’s tall or ugly. Either are parsimonious ways of describing

the individual under consideration.

�is is the reason, then, that third person pronouns do not compete with full

de�nite descriptions. �ey both have necessary restrictors. To produce Principle C

e�ects, we need to seewhy pronouns do compete with full de�nite descriptionswhen

they are bound. �is is the context in which Tanya Reinhart suggested Principle C

e�ects arise.

Before doing that, we should note that it is not always the case that de�nite de-

scriptions cannot corefer with terms if a pronoun in their position could be con-

strued as a variable bound by that term. Indeed, (30) is one such case. �ere is no

Principle C e�ect in (33a), even though a pronoun in the position that the second

occurrence ofMary occupies could be interpreted as a variable bound by something

that stands in the position that the �rst occurrence ofMary stands in (as (33b) shows).

(33) a. Mary’s son thinks that Mary is great.

b. No woman’s son thinks that she is great.

Presumably the pronoun in (33) is able to be boundbynowoman because the scope of

no woman is wider than its surface position would suggest. Or perhaps the pronoun

in (33b) is able to be interpreted as a variable through the same mechanism that

allows the pronoun in (34) to be so interpreted.

(34) Everyone who drove a Chevette wanted to return it.

What this, and other examples show, is that it isn’t just any bound variable pronoun

that Minimize Restrictor! favors over a full de�nite description. Instead, it
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seems to be just those pronouns which are interpreted as bound by a term in a

c-commanding surface position that compete with full de�nite descriptions.

�e relation “c-commanded by a term in a surface position” is one that we �nd in

the literature on agreement. Agreement allows a term to sit in one syntactic position

but get expressed morphologically on a term in another position. Tense in English,

for instance, is expressed morphologically on main verbs under “agreement,” and

this agreement relation is constrained by c-command. Tense may only get expressed

on verbs that it c-commands from its surface position. Let’s use the relation de�ned

in (35) to express agreement.9

(35) α can AGREE with β i�:

a. �e position α is pronounced in c-commands the position β is pronounced

in, and

b. α and β are allowed to host the same features, but only one of them does,

and

c. �ere is no γ, such that α could AGREE with γ and γ could AGREE with

β, that lacks the feature which AGREE links between α and γ.

α AGREES with β if the features absent on one of them are read o� of the

features present on the other.

Note that this conception of AGREE does not have it copy a feature from one term

to another, or pass values from one feature set to another.�e features always reside

just in the terms that bring them into the representation.What AGREE does is allow

a feature residing in one term to be construed as part of another term.

9 Compare Pesetsky and Torrego (2007).
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To see how this works, consider the simple case of tense agreement illustrated

by (36).

(36) TP

TP

VP

DP

asparagus

V

√
eat

T

past

DP

Sam

“
√
eat” represents the root of the verb that, in this case, gets pronounced as ate. As-

sume that verbs in English can host the tense feature, and also assume that the Princi-

ple of Full Interpretation requires that past have a morphological exponent. For the

verb in (36) to be matched to a lexical item, then, it will have to have access to the

past tense feature in T.�is will allow it to bematched to the lexical item ate. AGREE

can hold between T andV, since c-command holds, they are both allowed to host the

tense feature, and there is no intervening term that can AGREE. Moreover, AGREE

does hold, thereby allowing the missing past feature on
√
eat to be accessed when

matching V to ate.

Consider, by contrast, the case in (37).
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(37) TP

TP

VP

VP

V

√
run

DP

Jim

V

√
make

T

past

DP

Sam

As with (36), the Principle of Full Interpretation will force T to AGREE with some

verb so that it gets morphologically expressed. In this case, that V is the one contain-

ing
√
make and not

√
run. �e reason

√
run cannot express past is because there

is another term, namely
√
make, that can AGREE with

√
run, and which T can

agree with, that does not bear the past feature. (35c) prevents agreement from hold-

ing across intervening things than can be the targets for AGREE, and that is would

would happen if T and
√
run AGREE in (37).

I suggest that AGREE is involved in forming the pronouns that compete with

de�nite descriptions in the way that Principle C describes. I’ll begin by showing how

AGREE can play a role in forming pronouns that have no restrictor — what Ange-

lika Kratzer calls “minimal pronouns.” Because of howAGREEworks, theseminimal

pronouns will only appear in those environments where we �nd that de�nite descrip-

tions trigger Principle C e�ects. Once that is done, we’ll return to how Minimize

Restrictor! produces those e�ects.
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3.1 Minimal Pronouns

�ere is evidence that the ϕ features on a pronoun can be expressions of material

elsewhere in the sameway thatmain verbs express tense in English.�at is, ϕ features

on pronouns can come by way of AGREE. One place where this evidence arises is in

the case of fake indexicals, like that illustrated in (38).10

(38) I’m the only one around here who can take care of my children

(Kratzer 2009, (1):188)

�is has an interpretation paraphrasable by “For all x, if x can take care of x’s children,

then x is me.” We need to letmy be a variable that ranges over individuals that aren’t

the speaker, it seems, and this is at odds with the �rst person feature it seems to

contain. A solution pursued in Kratzer (1998) is to let the person feature on bound

pronouns like my in (38) have no semantic value, and instead only contribute to

how the pronoun is spelled out. She develops a system in which pronouns can be

expressed as bare referential indices, and when those bare indices are bound, they

can inherit feature values from the term that binds them.11 �is is essentially what

I wish to allow for the cases of bound pronouns that create the competition which

results in Principle C.12

We’ll need to add to our system the mechanism by which pronouns get a bound

variable interpretation. I will adopt the commonplace view that this is done by letting

10 �is example is modeled a�er one in Partee (1989).
11 �ere are many di�culties in getting this approach to fake indexicals to work out, and all of them are

relevant to the project I describe here. I have tried to produce a system that is close enough to Kratzer
(2009) that I can inherit many, maybe all, of her solutions to those di�culties.

12 For other ways of expressing bound �rst and second pronouns, see Kratzer (2009), Rullmann (2004),
Stechow (2003), Heim (2008), and Schlenker (2004). I will talk as if the features accessed through
AGREE by bound pronouns are on their antecedents, but Kratzer (2009)makes a compelling case that
the features are on verbal heads instead. (See also Kratzer (2004) and Adger and Ramchand (2005).)
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DPs have a referential index, represented with arabic numerals. When one DP is

interpreted as a variable bound by another, they both have the same referential index.

I will assume, somewhat less conventionally, that referential indices have no other

interpretation than binding. If a DP contains a referential index, then it is a binder

or a bindee. �e index will get a di�erent interpretation depending on which DP

it resides in. In the binding DP, it sets up the binding relation; in the bound DP, it

provides the variable that is bound. In the pronoun that contains an index, then, it

will provide the variable.

�ere are di�erent ways of implementing this.13 For concreteness, I will assume

that pronouns which contain an index can contain nothing else — neither JtheK nor

ϕ features.�is might follow from how features are semantically interpreted. Kratzer

(2009) suggests that if an index were to combine with person or number features, we

might expect the predicates that person and number features denote to be saturated

by the index, since the index refers to an individual. �is would give us something

of the wrong semantic type. If an index were to be semantically combined with a

person feature, then we would need a way of combining two things that refer to

individuals (see below), andwemight reasonably expect that the armory of semantic

composition rules would not provide the right means for doing that.14

In order to derive Principle C e�ects from Minimize Restrictor!, it is nec-

essary to force those pronouns which get access to ϕ features from some other DP to

be bound to that DP. One way of doing this would be to treat indices as features as

13 See Heim and Kratzer (1998) for my model.
14 See Kratzer (2009) for more discussion of this scenario. �is discussion presupposes Kratzer’s inter-

esting proposal that semantic composability can be a constraint on which combinations of features
can be found on one term. Note that taking the plural feature to be a predicate would not work under
these assumptions. see note 6.
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well, thereby making them susceptible to the AGREE relation. �is would allow us

to place a condition on AGREE like that in (39).15

(39) Let F and F′ be features of the same type (e.g., gender, number, index) con-

tained by T and T′ respectively. If T and T′ AGREE, then F and F′ must be

the same.

�is will force a pronoun that AGREEs with another DP in order to access its ϕ

features to have the same index that DP has.

We can now see how this system would let ϕ features be accessed by a bound

pronoun under agreement. If we (dare) set aside the details of how the features in

the binding DP are represented (and interpreted), we can see how this works by con-

sidering (40).

15 A reviewer points out that (39) presupposes that a pronoun can AGREE with only one other term,
and that there are examples which might threaten that assumption. �e reviewer raises (ia), and (ib)
is based on Rullmann (2004, (9d): 163). (�ese examples are �rst broached in Partee (1989), and dis-
cussed in Heim (2008) and Kratzer (2009).)

(i) a. Every man told his girlfriend that they were going to get married.

b. Every man I date wants us to get married.

In (ia), they can be a variable that ranges over the pluralities picked out by every man and his girlfriend.
In (ib), us can vary with every man and I. �ese examples need a way of capturing the bound variable
readings of these pronouns, but the problem they might pose for (39) would arise if their ϕ features
came by way of AGREE. �e meaning of the pronoun in (ib) is consistent with it being built from
JtheK, and so with its own ϕ features and without an index. To get it to act as a variable, we’d have to
employ the machinery that gives e-type pronouns their interpretation. �e assumption I’ve adopted
for �rst person features wouldn’t allow that analysis of (ib), however. And so, some extension to my
proposals is needed here. See Kratzer (2009, section 5) for some ideas.
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(40) TP

DP
sing

fem



�e woman

TP

T VP

V

thought

CP

C

that

TP

VP

was happy

DP



agree

�e pronoun in (40) comeswith just the index . It needs ϕ features to be pronounced

however, because all personal pronouns express ϕ features.�ose ϕ features are pro-

vided by AGREE, which gives this pronoun access to the features in the DP the

woman. �ese ϕ features will not be part of the semantic interpretation of the pro-

noun.�ey are only accessed for the purposes of choosing the pronoun to insert into

the position occupied by [DP  ].

Together, then, these factors allow third person pronouns to lack ϕ features just in

those cases where they are bound and can AGREE.�e situation is entirely parallel

to how the cases of �rst and second person pronouns work under Kratzer (1998).

Consider, by way of illustration, (41).
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(41) Only I irritate my daughter =

TP

DP
1st



only I

TP

T VP

V

irritate

DP

DP



DP

D

gen

NP

daughter

agree

As with the third person pronoun, the minimal pronoun in (41) is built with just an

index. It will get interpreted by the binding rule as a variable. Without AGREE, how-

ever, it will not be pronounceable, since personal pronouns can be inserted only into

positions with ϕ features. In this case, the requisite ϕ feature is 1st person, provided

by AGREE with the subject DP. As noted above, this feature cannot be part of the se-

mantic interpretation of the genitive pronoun, and this allows the variable to range

over individuals that are not the speaker.16

What I have done, then, is import roughly the system for fake indexicals found in

Kratzer (1998) to cases of third person pronouns. In Kratzer (2009), she shows that

there is a locality condition on fake indexicals that mimics that found for re�exives.

�at locality condition does not show up for the minimal third person pronouns

that this paper requires. Kratzer suggests that �rst and second person features have

a privileged relationship with the voice head that builds verbal predicates, and ties

16 �is means that whenever a �rst or second person pronoun is bound, it ranges over unrestricted
individuals (i.e., is a fake indexical). When only I irritate my daughter gets an interpretation in which
my refers just to the speaker, it does not have a variable, but is built instead from the 1st person feature.
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this to the locality condition found for fake indexicals. If that is correct, it provides a

way of building a more complete system of minimal pronouns than is provided here,

one that explains the di�erent locality conditions on minimal pronouns that Kratzer

discusses.

3.2 Minimize Restrictor! + minimal pronouns = Principle C

�e existence of minimal third person pronouns provides the competitor that Min-

imize Restrictor! favors in contexts where Principle C e�ects materialize. To

see this, consider the Principle C violation in (42).

(42) �e woman was surprised that the woman was praised.

�is will violate Minimize Restrictor! if the second occurrence of the woman

can be replaced by an alternativeDP that refers to the same individual that thewoman

does but has less of a restrictor than does the woman. If the second occurrence of the

woman doesn’t refer to the same individual that the �rst occurrence of the the woman

does, then there will be no such alternative DP. All the alternatives will contain a

restrictor which, like woman, allows it to refer.

But if the second occurrence of the woman refers to the same individual that the

�rst occurrence of the woman does, then there is an alternative DP that Minimize

Restrictor! favors. �is alternative DP is the bound minimal pronoun shown

in (43).17

17 Note, then, that the bound pronoun in (43) is expressing coreference.
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(43) TP

DP
fem
sing


the woman

TP

T VP

V

was

AP

A

surprised

CP

DP



TP

was praised

agree

For this reason, (42) violates Minimize Restrictor! when the two occurrences

of the woman refer to the same individual, but is grammatical otherwise. �is hap-

pens whenever a de�nite description is coreferent with something that c-commands

it from its surface position, since those are the situations in which the alternativeDPs

for that de�nite description include a minimal pronoun.�is is what Principle C de-

scribes.

4 Evidence from Vehicle Change

�ere is an interesting fact about the misbehavior of Principle C in ellipsis contexts

that follows if Principle C derives from Minimize Restrictor!. �is behavior

might then be seen as evidence for this approach.

De�nite descriptions do not obey Principle Cwhen they have undergone Ellipsis.

�is is illustrated by (44) and (45).
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(44) a. Mary likes John’s children and, of course, John does△ too.

b. * Mary likes John’s children and, of course, John likes John’s children

too.

c. ≈Mary likes John’s children and, of course, John likes his children too.

(45) a. I know that Mary likes the guy over there, but don’t tell him that she

does△.

b. * I know that Mary likes the guy over there, but don’t tell him that she

likes the guy over there.

c. ≈ I know that Mary likes the guy over there, but don’t tell him that she

likes him.

�e Johns in (44a) can corefer and the two instances of the guy in (45a) can refer to

the same individual too. If the VPs that have elided in these constructions had to

match the antecedent VPs exactly, we might expect them to be equivalent to (44b)

and (45b), where that is not true. In (44b) and (45b), there is a Principle C e�ect

between the two occurrences of John and the two occurrences of the guy. It appears,

then, that the ellipsis in (44a) and (45a) has licensed a violation of Principle C.

De�nite descriptions still invoke disjoint reference e�ects when they are in an

ellipsis. But they do so in a way that conforms to Principle B, as (46) indicates.

(46) * Mary admires John, but not as much as John does△

compare:

* Mary admires John, but not as much as John admires John.

* Mary admires John, but not as much as John admires him.
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�e account of this e�ect o�ered by Fiengo and May (1994), where it was �rst un-

covered, is to let an ellipsis contain a coreferent pronoun in place of a de�nite descrip-

tion in the antecedent.�e elided VPs in (44a) and (45a) would match those spoken

in (44c) and (45c) on this view. Fiengo and May (1994) suggest that this is because

the antecedence condition on ellipsis allows pronouns and de�nite descriptions that

refer to the same thing to be treated as equivalent. Merchant (1999) formulates a

general antecedence condition on ellipsis that derives this e�ect. Fiengo and May

(1994) dub this process “Vehicle Change.” On this approach, the key to the e�ect is

how tight a match the syntax of an elided phrase must have with its antecedent. If

the antecedence conditions on ellipsis can be loosened so that a de�nite description

matches a coreferent pronoun, then the e�ects of vehicle change will be explained.

�e antecedent conditions on ellipsis are something of a mystery.�ere is some

evidence that suggests that an ellipsis need not match exactly its antecedent, and this

supports a Vehicle Change account. For instance, Webber (1978) and Hardt (1993)

discuss examples like (47).

(47) Sam wants to play Bach and Mary wants to play Stravinsky, but they can’t△.

What’s elided in (47) is something like play Bach or play Stravinsky, which matches

neither of the VPs that could serve as antecedent. On the other hand, there is evi-

dence that an ellipsis must match rather perfectly its antecedent. An example of this

sort discussed by Chung (2007) is (48).

(48) * Sam is ashamed but I don’t know who△

compare:

(48′) Sam is ashamed but I don’t know of whom△.
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In (48) a clause has elided that contains a trace le� by moving whom. As (48′) indi-

cates, this trace counts as identical to the implicit object of ashamed in the antecedent.

�e di�erence between (48) and (48′) that is responsible for the ungrammaticality

of (48) is that the preposition of must have elided in (48) but not (48′). �ere is no

of in the antecedent, however, and so the ellipsis fails. Chung concludes that the an-

tecedent conditions on ellipsis require that the lexical itemswhichmake up the elided

material must all be found in the antecedent. In the face of examples like Chung’s, Ve-

hicle Change seems to require too permissive an antecedent condition on ellipsis.

If there was independent evidence that a de�nite description in an antecedent for

an ellipsis could be matched by a coreferent pronoun in the ellipsis, then we could

see Vehicle Change as another example suggesting that an ellipsis need not be exactly

identical to its antecedent. It is di�cult to manufacture examples that would provide

such evidence, however. One possible environment where a test case might be man-

ufactured involves sloppy anaphora in e-type pronoun contexts.18 E-type pronouns,

like those in (49), can be sloppily bound in ellipsis contexts.

(49) If a cop meets a drug addict, he’ll arrest him, but if a cop meets an arms

manufacturer, he won’t△.

What’s elided in (49) can be arrest him, with the him referring to the arms manufac-

turer. �e same is true of the fully articulated version of (49), as long as the arrest

him part is de-accented.

(50) If a cop meets a drug addict, he’ll arrest him, but if a cop meets an arms

manufacturer, he won’t arrest him.

NB: material in italics is deaccented

18 See Tomioka (1999).
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�e examples in (51) have a similar sloppy interpretation, though they involve de�-

nite descriptions — epithets — instead.

(51) a. If a cop meets a drug addict, he’ll arrest the idiot, but if a cop meets an

arms manufacturer, he won’t arrest the idiot.

b. If a cop meets a drug addict, he’ll arrest the idiot, but if a cop meets an

arms manufacturer, he won’t arrest him.

We can test the existence of Vehicle Change, then, by determining which of (51)

serves as the source for the ellipsis in (52).

(52) If a cop meets a drug addict, he’ll arrest the idiot, but if a cop arrests an arms

manufacturer he won’t△.

Judgements, unfortunately, do not seem to be clear.�e trend amongmy informants

tends towards giving (52) the interpretation that (51b) has. �at is, (52) tends to be

understood as calling the arms manufacturer an idiot. �is suggests that what has

elided here is not a pronoun, but instead the idiot. It goes against Vehicle Change.

�is is too weak an e�ect to rest any weight on, but perhaps these examples provide

a model for ones that will provide clearer evidence.

If it should turn out that the antecedent conditions on ellipsis are stringent enough

to preventVehicleChange, then the absence of PrincipleC e�ects in examples like (44)

could be construed evidence for Schlenker’s proposal. Suppose that the antecedent

conditions on ellipsis result in (53).

(53) All de�nite descriptions in an antecedent, α, must be exactly reproduced in

an ellipsis that takes α as its antecedent.

And consider how Minimize Restrictor! would apply to (44a).
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(44a) Mary likes John’s children and, of course, John does like John’s children

too.

�e occurrence of Johnwithin the ellipsis is in a position that aminimal pronoun can

be, and a minimal pronoun in that position will also refer to John. For this reason

Minimize Restrictor! would normally favor the minimal pronoun, and the

usual result is a violation of Minimize Restrictor!. But in an ellipsis context,

a minimal pronoun cannot be used because the antecedent conditions on ellipsis —

the condition that enforces (53)—will not permit it.Minimize Restrictor! only favors

minimal pronounswhere they are available, but one isn’t here, and so John is the least

restricted term available. Minimize Restrictor! is satis�ed, and no Principle C e�ect

arises.

Principle B e�ects are still expected in ellipsis contexts because the Gricean chain

of reasoning sketched in the introduction still applies. If the speaker of (46) wishes

to communicate that the person John admires is John, then (46) is not the least am-

biguous way of indicating that.

(46) Mary admires John, but not as much as John does△.

�e sentence in (54) is better.

(54) Mary admires John, but not as much as John admires himself.

�e Gricean chain of deductions thereby leads to construing (46) in a way that does

not allow the two occurrences of John to corefer.

�is is just a sketch of an argument. For it to be complete requires getting a better

account of the antecedent conditions on ellipsis. But if the antecedent conditions
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on ellipsis should turn out to be strict enough to ensure (53), then the absence of

Principle C e�ects in ellipsis contexts is just whatMinimize Restrictor!would predict.

5 Consequences for Acquisition

Weare now in a position to address the question ofwhat is involved in acquiring Prin-

ciples B andC, andmore particularly their di�erence. Acquiring Principle B involves

knowing that sentenceswith re�exives can unambiguously express coreference in cer-

tain contexts; and it requires understanding enough to know how to carry out the

Gricean chain of deductions that lead to the conclusion that not using a re�exive in

those contexts carries an implicit non-coreference message. Principle C involves an

entirely di�erent tool set. It requires knowingMinimize Restrictor!, and what

the language permits as the set of alternative DPs whichMinimize Restrictor!

ranks. It requires, then, knowing how to express variables with minimal pronouns.

Some studies suggest that there is a delay in the acquisition of Principle B.19 In

many of these studies, children seem to allow a Principle B violating interpretation

for sentences such as (55) well into their ��h or sixth year.

(55) Kitty says that Sarah should point to her.

(from Chien and Wexler 1990)

Unlike adults, children in these studies can understand her to corefer with Sarah.

By contrast, the evidence about the acquisition of Principle C seems to indicate that

19 See Chien and Wexler (1987), Crain and McKee (1986), Deutsch and Koster (1982);
Deutsch, Koster, and Koster (1986), Grimshaw and Rosen (1990), Hyams and Sigurjónsdóttir (1990),
Koster (1984), Lust (1986), Crain and McKee (1986), McKee (1988),
Sigurjónsdóttir, Hyams, and Chien (1988), Solan (1983, 1987), Otsu (1981), and many others. But see
also Elbourne (2005a) and Conroy, Takahashi, Lidz, and Phillips (2009) for important caveats.
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children master it quite early, as early as four years of age.20Which of the di�erences

between Principles B and C are responsible for this disparity?

�e account of Principles B and C sketched here �t best with the conclusions

of Chien and Wexler (1990), who argue that what causes the delay in Principle B ef-

fects is acquiring the ability to engage the Gricean chain of deductions.�e Reinhart-

based account of Principle B is a pragmatic one. It requires that a child be able to

deploy the meanings of sentences to draw inferences from their use. To know Princi-

ple B is to have acquired enough of the semantics/pragmatics interface to know how

to use the denotations of sentences to convey meanings. By contrast, the account of

Principle C that I have sketched here is essentially a syntactic one, and in this way

di�ers from both Schlenker’s and Reinhart’s view. Minimize Restrictor! is a

principle about how best to match syntactic forms to meanings. It requires a certain

level of pro�ciency in constructing DPs and nothing else. One might view the dif-

ference in rates of acquisition of Principles B and C, therefore, as support for the

kind of account of Principle C that Minimize Restrictor! provides. It divorces

Principle C from Principle B and makes unsurprising that they would have di�erent

trajectories in their acquisition.
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